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Monkey business: empirical studies

1. Savings and mental time traveling:

Dated statement: “Nobody ever saw a dog make a
fair and deliberate exchange of one bone for
another with another dog. Nobody ever saw one
animal by its gestures and natural cries signify to
another, this is mine, that yours” Adam Smith

Ability for saving for the future are common in nature
and shows ability of animal for ‘mental time travel’ and
anticipation (mental representation) of the future [3].
For example, squirrels and birds (scrub jay) can
anticipate a future need for a specific food and store it
for proper time. Studies of squirrel monkeys also have
shown that monkeys can ignore immediate profit in
the name of bigger, anticipated profit.

Adam Smith

New statement: “Bacteria, ants, rats, pigeons,
monkeys and other animals have sense and signs of
private property, use money, make rational
economic choices and do agricultural ‘businesses’

Biosemiotics of money: money is power
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H. Spencer and others have shown that there is functional
isomorphism between biological and social system (e.g.
between cell, human body and society)

Further topics for research

Behavioral economist Keith Chen created
environment for capuchin monkeys where
they learnt how to use money (exchange
silver discs for treats). Results show that
monkeys are able to understand and use
money as an abstract concept/values and
have economical biases similar to human.
Capuchin monkeys recognize the symbolic
nature of fiat currency and do not reduce
money as a concept to objects used for
coins (in experiments they tried to use
others object with similar shape as money).
In Peirce's terminology, they understood
money not just as the particular object
(‘sinsign’) or general type embodiment
(‘qualisign’) but as ‘legisign’.
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2. In the light of ‘Mathematical Universe Hypothesis’ it
is also interesting to re-evaluate theoretically the
evolutions of money from a barter economy to a digital
economy, mergence of money and numbers.
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